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Torre del Veguer - Llum del Cadi
Blanc | Cerdanya (Catalunia) Riesling

Spain (CATALUNA) — 2022

Domain
Torre del Veguer
The wine estate Torre del Veguer is situated in the Garraf massif, west of Sitges (Catalonia). Torre
del Veguer encompasses a total of 15 hectares of vineyards, olive, and fruit trees, all cultivated
and processed on the estate itself. Because the entire vineyard is located within a radius of less
than 500 meters around the winery, the grapes can be processed almost immediately after
harvest. This allows them to maintain the fruit in optimal conditions and produce the very best
wines! In addition to quality, environmental concern is one of their primary focuses. To
underscore their commitment, they have officially held the organic label for all their wines since
2016.

Vinification
The distinguishing feature of the Llum del Cadi Blanc lies in the elevated altitude of its vineyards.
Situated at 1200 meters above sea level, the grapes exhibit optimal attributes conducive to a
distinctive, lively, and crisp Riesling style. The name of this wine invokes the Sierra del Cadi in
Bolvir de Cerdanya (Girona). Manual harvest in boxes of 20 kg. Destemming and soft pressing to
obtain the free-run juice. Minimal intervention and ageing for 3 months on it lees and 9 months
in the bottle. 

Taste
Clear yellow color with a light golden sparkle. Complex nose with aromas of almonds, citrus,
green apple, and blossoms. Delicate smokiness in the background.

Food pairing
Cheese - mozarellacheese, Eastern kitchen, Fish - seafood
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General information
Type: White wine
Grape varieties: Riesling (100%)
Storage (years): + 3-5
Serving temperature: 8-10 °C
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